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Time to shut down seasonal boilers and put them 

into off season dry/wet lay-up mode! 

A selection of Cortec/MCI Boiler Lay-Up Products  

Boiler Gecko™ 
Cortec Corporation Product 

Cortec’s Boiler Gecko™ is a convenient ready-to-use Vapor 

phase Corrosion Inhibitor (VpCI®) packaged in an air powered spray 

can for use in the dry layup of small boilers and steam components. 

Boiler Gecko™ is effective for seasonal or long-term preservation of 

waterside and fireside components in boiler systems where the use 

of a Boiler Lizard®or traditional layup methods are not practical or 

effective. The VpCI® molecules will ensure protection throughout 

the boiler and direct application to a metal surface is not required. 1 

can treats 100 gallons of boiler water volume. No need for product 

removal or additional flushing before the boiler is filled and 

returned to service.  

LYP-6033 
Traditional Sulfite/Caustic wet lay-up treatment with an 

application rate of approximately 8-16 pints (960-1,920 ppm) 

per 1,000 gallons of volume.  Elevate Sulfite to 100 ppm or 

more with elevated OH alkalinity and pH of 11+/-. No need to 

drain boiler when placed back in application. 

Boiler Dragon™  
Cortec Corporation Product 

Provides Vapor-Phase corrosion protection for lay up of larger 

boilers and steam components.  Multi-Metal Protection! 1 to 2 

gallons per 1,000 gallons of volume.  No need to drain boiler when 

placed back in application. 

LYP-6042 
Tannin/Reducing Agent based wet lay-up. 1-2 gallons per 

1,000 gallons of volume.  A TRAC reading of 200 ppm or more 

provides a direct barrier at the metal surface to retard 

corrosion during wet lay-up.  No need to drain boiler when 

placed back in application. 

 Boiler Lizard® 
Cortec Corporation Product 

Cortec’s Boiler Lizard® contains Vapor phase Corrosion Inhibitor 

powder in a polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) water-soluble bag. The powder 

formulation is free of phosphates, heavy metals, nitrites, and free 

amines. Designed for dry lay-up of boilers, the Boiler Lizard® 

protects metals in enclosed spaces. The VpCIs vaporize and adsorb 

on the metal surfaces, reaching all recessed areas and interior 

cavities. 1 Boiler Lizard® per 1,000 gallons of boiler water volume. 

Boiler Lizard® is supplied in carton tubes (1 bag per tube). No need 

to drain boiler when placed back in application. 

LYP-6043 
LYP-6043 is an all organic, all volatile blend for preventing 

corrosion and deposits in wet lay up applications. LYP-6043 

contains film forming amines, neutralizing amines and oxygen 

scavenger with a general application rate of 1000-2000 ppm 

per 1,000 gallons of volume (1-2 gallons +/- ). No need to 

drain boiler when placed back in application.    

 

As a Cortec water treatment product distributor MCI  

can provide private labeling of Cortec products based on 

sales volumes.   

 

There are no quantity limitations for MCI products 

to be private labeled - container, SDS and Technical 

Bulletin. Containers range from 4 x 1 gallon per 

case thru 5-15-30-55 gallons & 275 gallon totes as 

well. 

Please contact our office for current pricing, technical bulletins and SDS. 

 


